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"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.
"I don't much care where --" said Alice.
"Then it doesn't much matter which way you go," said the Cat.
"--- so long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if only you walk long enough."

From Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll

Alice in Wonderland did not know where she wanted to go or how to get there. Far too often people in our own communities may not be entirely clear about the health goals they wish to achieve and/or do not have clear and effective directions for how to achieve their health goals. BDI logic models help people identify where they want to go (what health goal they wish to achieve in their community) and then help them create a clear, effective and strategic map for getting there.

| Introduction |

When a community is faced with a particular health problem, such as teenage pregnancy, sexually transmitted disease, substance abuse, poor nutrition, insufficient exercise or violence, that community can implement promising programs or initiatives to address that health problem. Both the process of creating BDI logic models and the logic models themselves can help communities design and implement large comprehensive initiatives as well as specific programs or components within those initiatives. BDI logic models can also improve the evaluation of community programs and initiatives.

What are logic models, specifically BDI logic models?

Figure 1 provides an example of a logic model for a community initiative to reduce unintended teenage pregnancy. It specifies that the community will implement sex education programs in schools and youth serving agencies (including churches), sports programs for girls, mentoring programs for all youth, and parent programs to help them monitor their teenage children more effectively and to discourage their school-aged children from going steady with other older youth. The model also specifies the particular determinants that each component is designed to change and that previous research has demonstrated have an impact on sexual behaviors. Finally, it specifies the particular sexual behaviors that will be affected by changes in these determinants and that will in turn reduce teen pregnancy.

Figure 2 provides an example of a more detailed logic model for a particular component in the broader initiative. A more detailed logic model could (and often should) be created for each of the components in a larger initiative. Figure 2 provides a possible logic model for church-based
abstinence-only programs. Like the model in Figure 1, this model specifies particular activities that will be implemented, the determinants that the activities will improve and that in turn will increase abstinence, and finally the goal of reducing teen pregnancy.

As both of these examples illustrate, logic models are graphic depictions that show clearly and concisely the causal mechanisms through which specific interventions can affect behavior and thereby achieve a health goal. One might think of them as road maps specifying the causal pathways between programs and behaviors. Like road maps, logic models should be based upon the best available data and evidence. Otherwise, they may provide poor or misleading directions. Logic models can also portray the "theories of change" that people sometimes develop for interventions. Occasionally, logic models are called causal models or path models.

While there are many types of logic models, some logic models include a specification of 1) the health goal to be achieved, 2) the behaviors that need to be changed to achieve a health goal, 3) the determinants (i.e., the risk or protective factors) of each of those behaviors, and 4) the intervention components or activities designed to change each selected determinant. Henceforth, this paper will refer to these particular logic models as behavior-determinant-intervention logic models, or "BDI models" for short. BDI models must also include the causal linkages among the health goal, the behaviors affecting that goal, their determinants, and their respective intervention components. That is, they specify which particular intervention components affect which determinants that, in turn, affect which behaviors that achieve the health goal.

These components of a BDI logic model can be depicted graphically as follows:

Specified Intervention Components and Activities → Chosen Determinants (Risk and Protective Factors) → Important Sexual Behaviors → Teen Pregnancy, STD and HIV

Although this depiction has grouped intervention components, determinants, behaviors and health outcomes into each of their respective boxes, in fact, actual BDI logic models must specify separately the interventions designed to affect each of the determinants, the determinants that affect each of the behaviors, etc. This is illustrated in the figures at the end of this paper.

---

1 For readers familiar with logframe models, logic models are similar to, but different from, logframe models. Logframe models typically do not identify the determinants of behavior (as do BDI logic models), but do identify the steps for implementing a program. When developing a logframe model, it would be useful to develop a BDI logic model first.

2 This paper is designed especially for those who are interested in reducing teen pregnancy or STD rates, and this focus is reflected in the figures at the end of the paper. However, some readers of this paper may be interested in using BDI models to help achieve other health goals, and accordingly, in the text of this paper, examples involving other health goals are also provided.
While many logic models include these four components, they sometimes use different words to describe them. Some may use the language of "interventions," "determinants," "behaviors," and "health goals," while others may refer to "activities," "short-term objectives" and "long-term outcomes," or "processes," "outcomes," and "impacts" respectively.

There are also other variations among these BDI models. Some include only these four minimum components, while others may specify far more complex causal models, with some determinants of behavior affecting other determinants, with reciprocal causality acknowledged (e.g., determinants affecting behaviors and vice versa) and with some models nested within other models (examples are discussed later in this paper). Some BDI models may target youth while others target adults or people of any age. Some models describe individuals while others describe groups, communities, institutions or entire countries. In fact, BDI logic models can even be used effectively to change the behavior of other species. In general, they are useful whenever one needs to change individual or group animal behavior in order to achieve some desired outcome. Some BDI models may summarize the impact of large multi-component programmatic initiatives upon major goals (e.g., the model in Figure 1), while others describe in much greater detail the impact of specific activities upon particular behaviors (e.g., the example in Figure 2). BDI models are sufficiently flexible and robust to handle all these situations. However, by definition, BDI models must include some version of the same basic concepts, and must specify the causal linkages among intervention components, the mediating determinants, the behaviors that lead to a health goal, and, of course, the health goal.

**How can BDI logic models be useful to you?**

BDI models can serve a variety of useful functions. In general, they provide a framework for the development of more effective programs and for the evaluation of those programs. More specifically, if developed properly and used properly, BDI models can:

- Link key intervention components and activities to key determinants of important behaviors, the behaviors themselves, and health goals.
- Make explicit the implicit theories behind programs and thereby provide a clear rationale for program activities, a rationale that will facilitate funding and provide guidance to program staff or to different organizations involved in the initiative.
- Encourage program designers and program implementers to not only recognize the complexity of reality, but also to focus on the most important program elements, determinants and behaviors.
- Encourage evidence-based programming.
- Help determine what additional information needs to be gathered or what research needs to be conducted in order to design or improve a program.
- Guide both the design of a program and the refinement of an existing program.3

3 Logic models can be a particularly useful tool when using participatory learning and action research strategies for bringing different groups in a community together to design new interventions that address the needs of youth. They can summarize in an organized manner some of the thoughts expressed by different groups.
• Provide guidance to evaluators on which process and outcome indicators to measure.
• Reduce unreasonable pressure to demonstrate impact upon a health goal, if effects upon important determinants or health behaviors are demonstrated.
• Help health educators and researchers realize that they may not know which determinants are the most important determinants of behavior, and thereby stimulate appropriate research to identify the most important determinants.
• Help integrate program design and program research, and facilitate cooperation between program designers and researchers.
• Provide the foundation for the cumulative building of theory and understanding of what works and why it works.
• And ultimately, help programs serve people more effectively and efficiently and thereby improve the use of limited resources and more effectively achieve health goals.

When should you create BDI logic models?

When designing a larger initiative to achieve a health goal, it is almost always useful to complete the process of developing a logic model and to then use the logic model to inform participants in the initiative about how their activities are part of a larger initiative.

When selecting or designing a particular program or component in a larger initiative, it is often, but not always, productive to create a logic model. Sometimes the single most promising strategy for selecting or designing a program does not involve creating a logic model and developing a new program, but instead involves implementing one or more programs that have already been developed and demonstrated to have a desired impact among a population similar to the community's target population. For example, to reduce teen pregnancy or teen STD rates, a community might implement with fidelity specific sex or HIV education curricula that have been demonstrated to be effective with similar teenagers. When effective programs already exist, then it is less important to develop BDI logic models. On the other hand, BDI logic models can still be used to help evaluate the impact of the program (if such as evaluation is being conducted) or to refine the program.

Other times, programs demonstrated to be effective with similar populations may not exist, required resources may not be available, community values may be inconsistent with those of the effective programs, or the community may have other needs or goals that bear upon the problem. When this is the case, then new programs must be designed and BDI logic models can be a very useful tool to help develop those new programs.
The Assumptions that Underlie BDI Logic Models and Their Development

BDI logic models, like all models, are based upon a set of assumptions. In this case, there are three assumptions underlying the models themselves, and four assumptions underlying the recommended process for creating the models.

Assumptions underlying BDI models

1. **Behaviors of individuals, groups, and institutions largely determine health goals.** For example, individuals' frequency of sex, number of sexual partners, and use of condoms and clinics' testing and treatment for STD substantially affect STD transmission. Some behaviors have a greater impact upon achieving a health goal than do other behaviors and some are more amenable to change than others.

2. **A variety of determinants (i.e., risk and protective factors or other influences) have an impact on these behaviors.** For example, use of alcohol prior to sex, motivation to avoid STD, attitudes towards condoms, and availability of condoms may affect individuals' use of condoms. Typically, these determinants fall into different domains. That is, they may describe characteristics of individuals and their peers, partners, families, schools, health services, community institutions, other community characteristics, and government policies. Some of these determinants have a greater impact upon behavior than do others, and some of them are more amenable to change than others.

3. **Because of individuals' freedom, typically interventions designed to achieve a health goal cannot directly control individual, group, or institutional behaviors, but they can affect those determinants that in turn affect important behaviors.** For example, interventions cannot directly control individual sexual or condom behavior, but properly designed interventions can affect use of alcohol prior to sex, motivation to avoid STD, attitudes about condoms and availability of condoms, and thereby affect sexual and condom behavior. Some of these interventions have a greater impact upon determinants than do others, and some of them are more easily implemented given available resources than are others.

Assumptions involving the recommended process for creating the model

1. **If the goal of a model is to achieve a health goal, then that model is more likely to be effective if a logical process is used in which first the goal is selected, then the behaviors affecting that goal, then the determinants affecting those behaviors, and finally the interventions affecting those determinants.** The importance of this assumption may not be entirely self-evident. When addressing a health problem (e.g., teen pregnancy or STD), some health practitioners consider those problems and then begin focusing directly on program activities without first identifying all the important behaviors to be changed and all
the determinants affecting those behaviors. These practitioners believe that their knowledge of "best practices" from previous experience will produce the desired outcomes (Green & Kreuter, 1999). Although knowledge of best practices should always inform the development of interventions and logic models, simply identifying best practices to achieve a health goal without first specifying clearly the behaviors and determinants of those behaviors is often not the most effective process for designing interventions to achieve a health goal. Instead, it is commonly more effective to create a BDI model — to specify the health goal and to then focus attention first on the behaviors to be changed, then the determinants of those behaviors, and finally the interventions needed to change those determinants. This process increases the chances that the intervention components will have the desired behavioral impact and will achieve the health goal (Green & Kreuter, 1999).

2. The final model is more likely to be effective if it first recognizes the complexity of reality by identifying the wide variety of behaviors, determinants, and interventions in different domains that may ultimately affect a health goal. Typically reality is complex and there commonly exist multiple behaviors that affect a health goal, and multiple determinants that affect each of those behaviors. If this complexity is not recognized, then potentially important determinants or behaviors may be ignored, and programs and initiatives will be less effective than they can be.

3. The final model is more likely to be effective if people focus upon those behaviors, determinants and intervention components that are both 1) the most important in terms of having the greatest impact and 2) are most amenable to change or implementation. By focusing upon those that have the greatest impact and are most amenable change, the models and their proposed interventions become both strategic and feasible.

4. The final model is more likely to be effective if the best available evidence is used to determine which behaviors and determinants are most important and most amenable to change and which kinds of interventions have the greatest impact upon the selected determinants. Basing the model and subsequent programs upon the best available evidence increases chances of success and also makes them more strategic. This does not mean that the evidence must be perfect before creating a logic model, but it does mean that stronger evidence will produce a more effective model, and where evidence is weak, stronger evidence should be obtained, if feasible.

This paper now more fully describes the process for actually creating BDI logic models and provides examples of them.
Creating BDI models means creating causal models. It is a tradition in social science research models to have the direction of causality proceed from left to right, and that tradition is often maintained in logic models, including BDI models. Thus, because intervention activities affect behavioral determinants that, in turn, affect behaviors that affect one or more health goals, intervention activities are written on the left and health goals on the right. Consequently, when BDI logic models are completed, people can read them from left to right as they normally do. However, given that health goals must be specified first and intervention activities last, when creating BDI models, people must start on the right and work left, a process that may feel counterintuitive.\footnote{Aside from convention, there is no reason why the direction of causality cannot be the opposite direction (from right to left), in which case people would start on the left with the behaviors and work to the right. This paper, however, follows convention.}

Creating a logic model involves completing four basic steps:

1. Identify possible health goals and select the health goal(s) to be achieved,
2. Identify potentially important behaviors that affect the selected health goal, and then select the particular behaviors to be targeted,
3. Identify potentially important determinants of the selected behaviors and select those determinants to be targeted, and
4. Identify possible interventions and then select the particular intervention components or activities that have sufficient strength to improve each selected determinant.

Logic models can be classified as either "backwards" logic models or "forward" logic models according to the direction in which they are created. (Thus, these labels do not have any pejorative connotations.) Backwards logic models are called "backwards" because they involve starting at the right with the health goal followed by the behaviors and working "backwards" to the left. Forward logic models are called "forward" models because they involve starting with the program, thinking about all the program's consequences and working progressively to the right.

Whether one works backwards or forward may have a dramatic impact upon the model. Nevertheless, both backwards and forwards logic models can be useful. If a group's goal is to achieve a particular health goal, then it should start with that health goal and work backwards to the left. If a group's goal is to justify an existing program by demonstrating how it will affect multiple behaviors and goals, then it should start with the program and work forwards to the right. Sometimes when groups are trying to explain how a particular program will achieve a particular health goal, they may work both left and right while developing a model.
Thus, a BDI logic model is created from right to left, as depicted in the upper row of boxes and arrows below. However, the completed model is read from left to right as is customary and as depicted in the lower row of boxes and arrows below.

Steps for completing the logic model:

Step 1: Identify & select health goal
Step 2: Identify & select important behaviors
Step 3: Identify & select important determinants
Step 4: Identify & select intervention components

Completed logic model:

Specified Intervention Components and Activities
⇒ Chosen Determinants (Risk and Protective Factors)
⇒ Important Sexual Behaviors
⇒ Which, in Turn, Reduce Teen Pregnancy, STD and HIV
⇒ Affect

Notice that within each of these four basic steps for creating a logic model, there are typically two generic sub-steps or tasks, namely, 1) identifying the broader range of possible health goals, behaviors, determinants and intervention activities, as the case may be, and 2) selecting the specific health goals, behaviors, determinants, and intervention activities that will form part of the logic model. All of this is described more fully below.

Step #1: Identify possible health goals and select the health goal(s) to be achieved.

Often, people developing health promotion interventions have one or more clear health goals in mind (e.g., reducing teen pregnancy, reducing teen STD, reducing teen substance abuse, improving nutrition, increasing exercise, reducing violence or reducing air pollution). When this is the case, they may merely need to write this goal down.

However, if the important health goal(s) are not clear, or if there is a lack of consensus about which goals should be targeted, then the people designing the interventions and creating the BDI model may need to identify a broader range of health goals and then select one or more goals that will be the focus of the logic model and ultimately the interventions.

To help identify a broader range of health goals and select a specific one, people may need to collect data on what health problems most diminish quality of life, what problems are currently being addressed, and what resources are available, and then reach consensus on the important health goal(s) to be targeted.
Answering the following questions may help identify the goal(s) and population(s) to be targeted:

- What are the key health and development issues facing different target populations?
- How severe or critical is each of them? That is, how positive or negative are the consequences among those affected?
- How prevalent or widespread is each of them?
- What is the mandate of your organization?
- Given reasonable resources at your disposal, which health goals can you affect?

When specifying the health goal, the target population should also be specified, e.g., "reducing the teen pregnancy rate among teenagers in a specific community." Being specific is important, because what is specified in the steps below may vary with the population being targeted. For example, the determinants of unintended pregnancy among youth planning to go to college may differ from those among youth who have dropped out of high school. The target population may be identified by its health behaviors or by other characteristics such as, age, sex, ethnicity, income level, or area of residence.

**Step #2: Identify potentially important behaviors that affect the selected health goal and then select the particular behaviors to be targeted.**

After selecting a health goal, it is important to identify all the important behaviors that directly affect that health goal and to then select some (or all) of these behaviors to ultimately address.

When identifying and selecting behaviors, it may be helpful to answer the following questions:

- What are the behaviors that directly cause or affect a health goal?
- Which have the greatest causal impact upon the health goal?
- Which are the most frequent or prevalent?
- Given reasonable resources at your disposal, which behaviors can you change the most?
- Are there other factors that should affect the decision about which behaviors to target? If so, what are they?

If the overall goal of a project is to decrease teen pregnancy, then "reducing the frequency of sex" (through delaying sex and reducing the frequency of sex among those who have sex) and increasing use of contraception are the important behaviors leading to that goal (see Figure 3). If the overall goal of a project is to decrease teen sexually transmitted disease, then reducing the frequency of sex (again through delaying sex and reducing the frequency of sex among sexually experienced teens), reducing the number of sexual partners (both by delaying sex and reducing the number of partners among sexually experienced teens), increasing the correct and consistent use of condoms, and increasing tests and treatment for STD are important behaviors leading to that goal. If an overall goal is to reduce the prevalence of smoking, then there are three behaviors that can lead to this goal: reducing the number of people who begin to smoke, reducing the frequency of smoking among those who do smoke, and increasing the number who stop smoking.
It is important that the behaviors selected either directly affect the health goal or are actual components of the health goal. For example, as shown in Figure 3, the initiation of sex, the frequency of sex, and the use of contraception all directly affect pregnancy. Eating at least three meals a day, consuming a sufficient number of calories, eating sufficient amounts of fruits and vegetables, etc. are all components of the goal of improving nutrition. Similarly, engaging in aerobic exercises at least 30 minutes three times per week, completing specific weight lifting exercises, and engaging in specific stretching exercises may all be important components of a goal of improving exercise. Thus, all of these behaviors should be specified.

In contrast, although alcohol and drug use are indirectly related to pregnancy, they do not directly cause pregnancy. Rather, they may affect initiation of sex, frequency of sex and/or use of contraception, which, in turn, affect pregnancy. Thus, drug and alcohol use should not be included among the behaviors that directly cause pregnancy, but instead should be included among the determinants of initiation of sex, frequency of sex, and use of contraception. (Determinants are discussed further below.)

When creating BDI logic models, it should be remembered that some important behaviors may have a positive impact upon the health goal and others may have a negative impact. Both should be considered. For example, early initiation of sex may increase the chances of unintended pregnancy while using contraception may decrease the chances.

In general, important behaviors may also involve individuals (e.g., teens engaging in sex or using contraception and thereby affecting pregnancy), groups (e.g., whole families engaging in activities and thereby increasing attachment), institutions (e.g., companies engaging in specific manufacturing processes and thereby affecting air pollution), or governments (e.g., governments providing specific health services and thereby affecting specific health goals).

It is very important to identify rather precisely the specific behavior(s) that must be changed to achieve a health goal. "Delaying the onset of intercourse" and "increasing use of condoms" are sufficiently precise, while "decreasing unprotected sex" may be insufficiently precise because there are multiple ways to reduce unprotected sex — by delaying sex, reducing the frequency of sex, and increasing condom or contraceptive use — and each may involve different determinants, different interventions, and even different institutions. Similarly, "reducing the initiation of smoking" or "increasing smoking cessation" are sufficiently precise, whereas "reducing smoking" may not be sufficiently precise because there are multiple ways to achieve this goal, and preventing people from beginning to smoke may require different interventions than helping people to stop smoking.

As these examples suggest, sometimes the precise and important behaviors that affect an overall goal can be logically identified or are already known from research. If they are known, then, of course, they should be used in the creation of BDI models.

However, sometimes the most important behaviors for a particular goal have not been identified or the relative impact of specific behaviors upon a selected goal may not always be known. For example, if the goal is to reduce adolescent STD/HIV, the relative impact of delaying sex, reducing the frequency of sex, reducing the number of sexual partners, reducing the number of casual partners, increasing the use of condoms, or increasing testing and treatment for existing STDs
might not be known for a particular target population. Thus, additional research is sometimes needed to more fully inform even the selection of important behaviors.

Because of the time and resources required to complete such research, and also because of the common urgency to begin developing effective programs before definitive research is completed, people developing programs sometimes have to make an educated guess as to which behaviors are the most important and should be addressed by programs. While program designers create interventions based upon assumptions about the most important behaviors, researchers should conduct the necessary research to confirm which behaviors, indeed, are the most important in achieving a particular health goal.

When deciding which behaviors should ultimately be targeted by programs, the potential ability of a program to change each behavior should also be recognized. Many behaviors can often be targeted effectively by programs, but sometimes some behaviors cannot be. For example, obtaining testing and treatment for STDs is very important in preventing the transmission of STD, but in some very poor communities in developing countries, STD services are simply not available and cannot be provided by a program.

When selecting behaviors on which to focus, sometimes additional criteria must affect the choice. When additional criteria must affect choice of behaviors, these criteria should be reflected in this step of the development of the logic model. For example, the values of a community may dictate that programs focus only upon delaying sex rather than upon both delaying sex and increasing contraceptive use. If this is the case, then only delaying sex would be kept in the model and would be the focus of the steps that follow below.

**Step #3: Identify potentially important determinants of the selected behaviors and then select those determinants to be targeted.**

Given the specific behaviors to be changed, the important determinants of each of those behaviors need to be identified. After most important determinants have been identified, specific ones meeting certain criteria should be selected.

"Determinants" are the factors that affect whether or not individuals, groups, or institutions engage in specified behaviors. That is, the determinants of behavior have some causal impact upon behavior.

However, stating that determinants affect behaviors does not mean that specific determinants affect behavior in every individual situation in a mechanistic way. For example, research has demonstrated that teens' personal values about premarital sex or their values about teens their age having sex do affect whether or not they engage in sex. Thus, their values partially determine their sexual behaviors. However, other factors also affect whether they have sex. If they are very much in love, they may have sex anyway, or if they drink too much, then their values may cease to limit their behavior. Thus, in this paper, "determinants" refer to factors that generally influence behavior or partially determine that behavior, but do not necessarily fully determine behavior.
Possible determinants should include both risk factors and protective factors. For example, in terms of engaging in sex at an early age, risk factors might include community poverty, divorced parents, permissive values about sex, and older romantic partners, while protective factors might include community opportunity, attachment to family, attachment to school, plans to attend college, and conservative values about sex.

Sometimes people focus upon only risk factors and ignore important protective factors. They may thereby inadvertently paint an excessively negative picture of the population being targeted and may ignore protective factors that could be strengthened to help people avoid risk behavior. Conversely, given the current popular emphasis upon protective factors, sometimes people may focus only on protective factors and ignore important risk factors. Doing this can also reduce program effectiveness. When designing programs, it is often productive both to enhance strengths and to address weaknesses.

Initially, at least, it is important to identify determinants in different domains, e.g., characteristics of the individuals targeted as well as characteristics of their environments, including their peers, families, schools, communities more generally, and government policies.

Thus, when identifying potentially important determinants, it may be helpful to answer the following questions:

- What are the risk and protective factors in different domains that most strongly affect each behavior?
- What is the evidence for each of these factors? That is, is there good research demonstrating that each factor has a substantial influence upon the selected behavior for the targeted population?

Furthermore, given that important determinants often lie in different domains, experience suggests that it is important to involve people from these different domains when identifying potentially important determinants (e.g., parents, school teachers, and clinic staff). Often people working in different domains will have different perspectives on which possible determinants may, in fact, be important.

Figure 4 presents a comprehensive model of probable determinants affecting behaviors specified to reduce teen pregnancy in Figure 3. This means that it includes lists of risk and protective factors that affect their associated sexual behaviors. Figure 4 is divided into multiple pages simply for ease of presentation. However, it is actually a single model. It is also just an example. It is a model of probable determinants in one just one country — the United States. Other countries and specific communities within the United States undoubtedly have additional or different determinants. However, all of these determinants have been identified by one or more research studies (Kirby, 2001). Some of these determinants undoubtedly have a much greater impact upon the sexual behaviors than do other determinants.

All of the "probable determinants" identified in Figure 4 have been demonstrated to be correlated with their respective sexual behaviors and they logically precede those behaviors. Thus, they probably, but not necessarily, affect those behaviors.
As depicted in Figure 4, teen pregnancy can be reduced by delaying the onset of sex, reducing the frequency of sex, or increasing the use of contraception. In turn, each of these three behaviors are affected by a large number of environmental and individual factors, including factors describing the individuals' community, family, peers and partner, as well as factors describing the individuals themselves, and the individuals relationships to these entities. These determinants also include both risk factors and protective factors. For example, initiation of sex is affected by community education, employment and poverty; family structure, education, income, religiosity, and sexual values; peer attitudes about sex and sexual behavior; the individual's closeness to his/her family; attachment and success in school; romantic relationship; use of drugs and alcohol; other deviant behaviors; previous sexual abuse; and sexual beliefs, skills to avoid sex, and intention to have sex; among others.

It should be noted that although Figure 4 may resemble a BDI logic model, that causal model is not yet a BDI logic model, for it does not yet specify the particular determinants that will be targeted by the intervention nor does it specify the particular interventions that will be implemented. Creating a comprehensive causal model, like the one in Figure 4 with its lengthy lists of risk and protective factors in different domains, sometimes forces the program designers to recognize the complexity of the situation and the wide range of possible determinants to focus upon. Acknowledging this complexity and range of possibilities can sometimes contribute to community consensus because people with different views can see their beliefs reflected in the comprehensive model. It may also encourage program designers to think more broadly and to consider approaches different from those they initially expected to employ.

Realistically, it is never possible to adequately address all the determinants in a complex causal model with interventions sufficiently powerful to modify each determinant substantially. For example, it is not possible to address all the determinants in Figure 4. Thus, program designers must select particular determinants to focus upon.

Two criteria should determine which determinants should be selected: 1) the magnitude of the causal impact of the determinant upon the specified behaviors, and 2) the potential magnitude of the causal impact that a feasible intervention can have upon the selected determinant. As noted above in the assumptions, some determinants have a greater impact upon behavior than others have. For example, under some conditions, both increased mother/daughter communication about teen sexual behavior (protective factor) and going steady with someone three or more years older (risk factor) affect the chances of a teen female having sex. However, often having an older boyfriend has a greater impact than does greater mother/daughter communication. This would suggest that the intervention should focus more upon helping girls avoid having older boyfriends than upon increasing mother/daughter communication. However, this decision reflects only the first criterion and not the second. Under some conditions, it may be much easier for programs to increase mother/daughter communication about sexuality than to persuade girls not to have older boyfriends. Thus, the second criterion must also be given equal consideration.

In general, if a feasible intervention can have a large impact upon a particular determinant, and if that determinant, in turn, has a large impact upon a specified behavior, then that determinant should be selected, and in Step #4 below it should be targeted by the proposed intervention. On the other hand, if any feasible intervention cannot substantially change a possible determinant, or if the
determinant does not have a significant impact upon behavior, then targeting that determinant is not likely to be an effective use of resources. That is, both criteria above must be met; otherwise, there is no point in selecting and ultimately targeting that particular determinant.

Determinants can be selected from any of the domains specified in Figure 2. That is, they can be individual, peer, partner, family, school, or community determinants. Of course, the domains from which determinants are selected have important implications for the interventions to address them. For example, if determinants are selected from the individual domain, then interventions can work directly with teens; if determinants are selected from the family domain, then the interventions need to work with parents and families; if community determinants are selected, then the intervention needs to work with the appropriate individuals or groups in the community.

When selecting specific determinants, answering the following questions will be helpful:

- Which determinants are most strongly related to each behavior?
- What is the strength of the evidence for each of them?
- Which determinants can be most markedly changed by feasible interventions?
- What is the strength of the evidence for this impact? That is, is there good research demonstrating that feasible intervention can markedly change the determinant?

When answering the questions above, groups sometimes focus upon the third question first because they are more accustomed to thinking about the risk and protective factors that their existing programs address than they are to thinking about how to address new risk and protective factors that have a strong impact upon behavior. Consequently, it may be useful to think first about which determinants have the greatest impact and then to think about innovative ways to address them. However, in the final analysis, both criteria should be given approximately equal weight.

In Figures 5 and 6 are examples of determinants selected from Figure 2 and used in the BDI models discussed more fully below.

To the maximum extent feasible, the identification of the important determinants should be based upon both theory and research. *Emerging Answers* (Kirby, 2001) includes a very extensive review of research on the determinants for different sexual and contraceptive behaviors. It identifies hundreds of risk and protective factors and suggests which may be the most important in general. Other summaries of research in other fields have identified important risk and protective factors for other health behaviors.

Of the probable determinants identified in *Emerging Answers*, the most important ones are included in Figure 4. Of those identified in Figure 4, many of the sexual beliefs, attitudes, skills and behaviors are among the determinants that are most strongly related to their respective sexual behaviors.

Ideally, of course, the identified risk and protective factors would be based upon research conducted on the actual target population to be served by the intervention. Often it is possible to find research on similar populations, but rarely is it possible to find research on the actual group being targeted.
Relatively inexpensive and quick methods of identifying some determinants of behavior among a particular target population include conducting interviews or focus groups with the target population and interviews with key informants and asking both groups why some youth do engage in sexual risk-taking and why others do not. Asking both types of questions elicits both risk and protective factors.

Although inexpensive and relatively quick, such methods often do not elicit many of the factors that shape behavior, but are not recognized by the individuals involved. For example, teenagers, like adults, are not likely to think of the many ways their families or media have shaped their values and thus their behaviors during their life times.

A more rigorous method of identifying the important determinants involves: 1) identifying appropriate behavioral theories and research summaries of determinants to help decide what should be measured, 2) using qualitative methods to further inform what should be measured, 3) developing measures of the possible determinants, 4) conducting surveys, 5) statistically analyzing the relationships between possible determinants and actual behavior, 6) observing which determinants are most important, and 7) finally using qualitative methods to further interpret the results.

This need to know which determinants most strongly affect selected behaviors can then provide the basis for the research agenda for subsequent research to be conducted by other researchers.

**Step #4: Identify possible interventions and then select the particular intervention components or activities that have sufficient strength to improve each selected determinant.**

Once the important determinants are selected, then specific programmatic components or activities with sufficient efficacy to actually change these determinants must be identified, developed and implemented. Because few determinants are easy to change, typically multiple components or activities need to target each determinant. However, more important than the number of components or activities is the efficacy of each component or activity. That is, one very effective activity may be more important than several relatively ineffective activities. In addition, programs or activities that are not targeted specifically to particular determinants are less likely to have as much impact upon those determinants.

Important questions to answer are:

- Which interventions (policies, programs, or program activities) can have the greatest impact upon each of the selected determinants?
- Are these interventions (policies, programs, or program activities) sufficiently powerful that they will actually markedly change each selected determinant?
- What is the evidence for this?
- Are the proposed policies, programs and activities feasible? More specifically, are the proposed policies, programs, and activities culturally feasible, given the values and social and cultural context of the community? Are they politically feasible given the existing power structure and
interests of relevant groups? Are they administratively feasible, given the existing structure of relevant organizations? Are they technically feasible, given the staff capabilities and program resources? Are they financially feasible, given reasonable estimates of costs and likely financial resources?

Commonly it is useful to create a matrix in which each column represents a single selected determinant and each row represents a policy, program component, or activity. An "X" can be placed in each cell in which a program component affects the determinant. It is then easy to scan down each column and see which activities affect each determinant and to assess whether or not those program components are sufficient to markedly change the determinant.

The amount of detail that is needed when describing program components or activities may depend upon the purpose of the logic model. If the purpose is to provide an overview and to demonstrate how different program components will address various determinants and behaviors, then the logic model might summarize each component succinctly and illustrate the behaviors that these components address. This was done in Figure 1. However, if the purpose is to actually design an effective program, then the activities must be described in much greater detail as in Figures 2 and 5.

**What do BDI logic models actually look like?**

Given the determinants identified in Figure 4, many different logic models are plausible, and different ones might be most effective in different communities or cultures. Following are examples illustrating different approaches that program designers might take.

*Example of a school curriculum-based logic model focusing upon individual psychosocial determinants.* Figure 5 is an example of a logic model for a comprehensive school-based pregnancy prevention intervention that focuses upon individual psychosocial determinants in order to delay sex, decrease sexual activity and increase contraceptive use. It includes all of the behaviors in Figure 4, and some, but not all, of the individual determinants in Figure 4. And, of course, it specifies the particular curriculum activities or programmatic elements that will affect the selected determinants.

It specifies, for example, that the teacher will lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex but will emphasize the advantages of abstaining. In addition, the class will discuss methods of showing you care for someone without engaging in sexual behavior. These activities may decrease permissive attitudes about premarital sex and increase favorable attitudes toward abstinence. This change in attitudes, in combination with all the other changes in individual determinants, may lead to a delay in sex or a reduction in the frequency of sex, which finally will lead to a reduction in pregnancy.

Similarly, this logic model specifies that accurate information about the risks of sexual activity, in combination with a number of interactive activities designed to get the students to personalize the information, will increase students' perceived risk and costs of becoming pregnant if sexually active. On the second page of this figure, this logic model specifies that providing materials to help parents clarify and express their personal values about sexuality coupled with homework assignments in which students ask their parents about family values will increase their beliefs that
family values support abstinence. Other activities on the third and fourth pages are designed to change the determinants of contraceptive use and thereby increase contraceptive use among sexually active youth.

Clearly, this logic model is designed not as an overview, but to specify more detail about the kinds of activities that will be included in the curriculum and which activities are believed to affect which determinants.

This particular logic model has not been used in any single intervention. However, it includes elements from the curricula and theoretical models of several curricula that effectively delayed sex or increased condom or contraceptive use (Jemmott, Jemmott & Fong, 1998; St. Lawrence, Jefferson, Alleyne & Brasfield, 1995; Coyle, Basen-Engquist, Kirby, et al., 2001; Kirby, Barth, Leland & Fetro, 1991).

This model assumes that ultimately it is the behavior of individuals that needs to be changed in order to achieve a health goal. However, the focus does not always need to be on changing individual behavior. For example, if a health goal involves decreasing air pollution, then it may be the behaviors of companies or governmental agencies that should be changed and should be specified in the logic model.

Example of a logic model focusing upon non-sexual determinants and youth development programs. Figure 6 provides a second example of a logic model that is also based upon the causal model in Figure 4. Whereas Figure 5 illustrates an example that focuses upon individual attributes, particularly determinants involving sexuality, and could be used in designing a sex education curriculum-based intervention, Figure 6 illustrates an example that focuses primarily upon non-sexual determinants and non-school youth development programs to change those determinants.

It includes: 1) training and other efforts to improve teachers' teaching skills, 2) tutoring programs, 3) sports programs for girls, 4) mentoring programs, 5) programs for parents to help them clarify their values about sexuality, express those values to their children, become closer to their teens, monitor their teens appropriately, and aid them in preventing their teens from going steady with much older partners, and 6) service learning programs that combine voluntary service with small group meetings to prepare for and debrief the voluntary activities. Most of these programs have the potential for addressing determinants both of sexual involvement and contraceptive use and thereby preventing teen pregnancy.

Although some of the programs identified in this logic model have evidence that they reduced either sexual risk-taking or actual pregnancy, this model is only an example. It is not meant as the best or ideal BDI model for any particular community. Furthermore, it is rather resource intensive.

This logic model includes a slight deviation from the steps described above. Note that at the bottom of the first page of Figure 6, there is an arrow going directly from the box identifying community service programs with group sessions for reflection to the box identifying delay in initiation of sex and reduction of frequency of sex; it does not go to any box in the determinants' column. This deviation reflects the fact that research demonstrates that service learning can delay sex but has not yet determined which determinants of sex are affected by service learning. Similarly, on the second page of Figure 6, the arrow goes all the way to reduction of teen pregnancy because other research
indicates that service learning can reduce teen pregnancy but has not specified which behaviors or determinants it changes.

More Complex BDI Models: Adding Columns and Nesting Models

BDI logic models are designed to simplify reality in order to facilitate the design and evaluation of interventions to achieve a health goal. However, reality is complex, and sometimes the four basic steps (or columns) in logic models oversimplify a complex reality. Thus, sometimes additional columns need to be added or models need to be nested within each other in order to better capture important aspects of that reality.

Adding an additional column

Many professionals believe that if reproductive health clinics are more "adolescent friendly," then youth are more likely to use them. That is, they believe that the behavior of clinic staff affects whether or not youth use clinics for reproductive health care, whether they return for subsequent clinic visits, and how consistently and properly they use contraception. Given these beliefs, suppose, for example, that the administration of a particular health clinic wants to increase correct and consistent contraceptive use among sexually active youth by changing staff behaviors toward youth. In this example, the clinic administration should identify reducing teen pregnancy as the health goal and increasing contraceptive use as the behavior that will help them achieve that goal and that they will try to change (See Figure 5). The question then arises: How should they include the behaviors of the staff in the model? One reasonable way is to identify the important staff behaviors as determinants of the teens' contraceptive behavior and to then specify intervention activities to change the staff's behavior. This approach would fit nicely into the four columns of the basic BDI logic model framework.

However, if the clinic administration recognized that changing staff behaviors is not a simple or certain process, they might want to identify the important determinants of the staff's behaviors and then design policies, conduct trainings, provide materials, and complete other interventions for each of those determinants. Taking these steps obviously requires an additional column such that the teens' contraceptive behavior, the staff's behaviors, and the determinants of the staff's behaviors are all presented in three different columns. Adding an additional column solves this problem. An example of such a model is presented in Figure 7.

Despite the addition of a fifth column, this model still incorporates the basic concepts of BDI logic models, was created in the same manner as the other models, and should be interpreted in the same way.

This model, like all the other models presented in the paper, is not presented as the best possible model of "adolescent friendly" clinics, for it does need to be developed further. However, there is research indicating that when clinic staff engage in some of the behaviors identified in this model,
then teens are more likely to use contraception correctly (Boekeloo et al, 1999; Danielson et al, 1990; Orr et al., 1996; Winter & Breckenmaker, 1991).

Nesting logic models

Commonly, the basic four-column BDI logic model can well represent the reality that program designers are trying to capture when designing effective programs. The model in Figure 5 is a good example; all the intervention activities are designed to address determinants of individual sexual or contraceptive behaviors that, in turn, affect the health goal. Thus, four columns were sufficient. Sometimes a fifth column is necessary to reflect the fact that all the intervention activities address the determinants of the behaviors of one or more groups of people who, in turn, affect the behavior leading to the health goal. The model in Figure 7 is a good example; all the intervention activities are designed to address the determinants of clinic staff behaviors that, in turn, will affect the contraceptive behaviors of teens and thereby reduce teen pregnancy. Thus, adding a fifth column provided a neat solution for that model.

However, sometimes, reality is still more complex and can best be modeled by "nesting" logic models within each other. "Nesting" refers to the process of creating one or more detailed logic models (or portions of logic models) that fit within a larger model but for purposes of presentation on the written page, are presented separately. Nesting is most useful when logic models include both determinants of behaviors that directly affect the health goal and also determinants of behaviors by either the same individuals or other groups that directly affect other behaviors and thereby indirectly affect the health goal. That is, they are most useful when some portions of the logic model would be best represented by a four-column model and some portions by a five-column model. An example will make this more clear.

In Figure 8, it is hypothesized that initiation of sex and frequency of sex are affected by use of alcohol, parent-child communication about sex, and individual attitudes, perceptions, beliefs, and self-efficacy about sex. Because in this model it is believed that teens’ use of alcohol affects their sexual behavior and that decreasing use of alcohol will be a significant component of the intervention, the determinants of use of alcohol and the intervention components addressing each of those determinants need to described more precisely. While determinants and intervention components could be identified to the left of the box stating "Decrease use of alcohol" in Figure 8, it is simply more clear to create a separate model identifying the determinants and their respective components in Figure 8A.

Similarly, because this model hypothesizes that parent-child communication about sex affects sexual behavior and that increasing parent-child communication about sex will be a significant component of the overall intervention, the determinants of parent-child communication about sex and intervention activities to address are presented. Again, it is more clear to present these determinants and intervention components in a separate model (Figure 8B) than to squeeze them into the left of the box in Figure 8.

These examples appropriately demonstrate that nesting can allow BDI models to represent how behaviors by either the same individuals (e.g., the teens themselves) or others (e.g., their families, their teachers, or clinic providers) affect their behaviors which, in turn, affect the health goal.
Addressing disparate health goals or behaviors

Typically when creating a BDI logic model, a single health goal is specified. If a community has multiple health goals, then a separate logic model can be developed for each health goal. However, occasionally, different health goals may involve some of the same behaviors, and when this is true, it can be helpful to link the logic models (i.e., have the models refer to one another) or to actually integrate the multiple health goals in the same logic model.

For example, some organizations are concerned with reducing both teen pregnancy and teen sexually transmitted disease, and some, but not all, of the same sexual behaviors (e.g., abstinence, frequency of sex, and condom use) affect both pregnancy and STD. Thus, it may be helpful to develop either linked or integrated models for both of these health goals.

Occasionally, youth-serving agencies may be concerned with quite disparate goals and behaviors among teens and may want to address some core set of risk and protective factors related to these disparate behaviors and goals. These common factors can be addressed by creating separate models, specifying the different health goals and behaviors to be changed, as well as the determinants of those behaviors, and then selecting those determinants that are common to several of them (e.g., attachment to adults, connectedness to school, belief in the future, and personal competencies). Of course, if an agency specifies first the program, then the determinants, and finally the behaviors or health goals, then they are creating logic models, but not BDI logical models because they have completed the steps of creating a logic model in the reverse order.

Criteria for Assessing Logic Models

After completing a logic model, people may ask: Is this a good one? How can it be improved? Figure 9 presents numerous criteria for judging a logic model. The criteria presented there naturally follow from many of the questions and criteria provided above to help you develop your models.
**Planning For and Using Logic Models**

**Who should be involved in the development of BDI logic models?**

It is not sufficient for an outside person to come in, spend a few hours creating a logic model for an agency, and then leave. Rather, BDI logic models become the most meaningful and most effective if diverse workgroups (as opposed to single individuals) are actively involved in developing, updating, and possibly using them. These workgroups should include program planners, people knowledgeable about the target group, people knowledgeable about relevant research, youth from the target group, staff, and other stakeholders in the community. If possible, these workgroups should also include people with a variety of perspectives on the issue. If the targeted group includes youth or other people who may have difficulty articulating their views in the presence of other community members or professionals, then it may be more productive to meet with them and gain their input in separate meetings.

Involving workgroups in the development of a logic model can:

- bring people with different views together,
- create a more common understanding and acceptance of the intervention's approach,
- increase commitment to evaluation and understanding of the results,
- increase cooperation among people in different agencies or sectors, and
- more generally increase stakeholder involvement and support.

**What do we do with a logic model after we create it?**

Logic models are likely to bring people together, improve the design of programs and facilitate evaluation, only if they are created, updated and used in an on-going process by the group. That is, workgroups should not create logic models and then file them away only to be forgotten. Rather, workgroups should continually review them and update them as new experience, research studies and other evidence inform the model, and agencies should use them in their ongoing development or refinement of programs, training of staff, and evaluation efforts. If logic models are to markedly affect people's thinking, their program design and their evaluation measurement efforts, then these people must put a considerable amount of time and thought into the creation and maintenance of the models.

More specifically, on an on-going basis the following tasks should be completed:

- Other interested groups should review the logic model and make suggestions.
- People should review relevant existing research on the determinants of the selected behaviors and on the impact of programs designed to change these determinants or behaviors, and then update the model.
• Additional research questions on important determinants should be identified and answered with focus groups, other qualitative research or survey research. University research groups or other researchers should be encouraged to address the research needs.

• Formative research on the program should be completed. For example, simple focus groups can be conducted to assess whether the participants believe the interventions are having an impact upon the specified determinants. Similarly, simple pre-post questionnaire surveys can determine whether the interventions are having a short-term impact upon the determinants. If not, the model and/or the intervention should be revised.

Obviously, logic models will not have much effect, even if they are refined, if they do not form the basis for actual programming and evaluation. In regards to programming, this means that the intervention components specified in the logic model are the interventions that must be designed and actually implemented. For example, the activities specified in the logic model in Figure #5 become the basis for a curriculum. Understanding the logic model must also become part of staff training. For example, when staff are trained to implement a new curriculum, they should understand why particular activities are important (i.e., which determinants they are trying to affect with a particular activity). Understanding the purpose underlying an activity can help them make their points more clear and get their messages across.

**Guide for the Specification of Indicators for Process and Impact Evaluations**

While a primary reason for developing logic models is to develop more effective programs that change behavior, the creation of logic models can also be a very useful step, perhaps even an essential step, in conducting program evaluations. Regardless of whether or not evaluations are process or outcome, or qualitative or quantitative, at some point, they need to assess whether critical program components or activities were implemented or whether they had an impact upon mediating outcomes, important behaviors and overall health goals. Consequently, identifying the critical program components or activities, the mediating outcomes (which are the determinants of the specified behaviors), the important behaviors and the health goals is a necessary first step. Without this specification, evaluators may assess the wrong program activities or measure the impact of the program upon the wrong outcomes. This, of course, can be very unfair to the programs. If an evaluation measures the impact of a program upon the wrong outcomes, it may incorrectly conclude that the program failed to have an impact, when, in fact, it did. If the elements in a BDI model are specified properly, they can become the guide for the important program characteristics and outcomes to be measured.

---

6 When designing programs, it is more common to talk about the "determinants" of behaviors, whereas when evaluating the impact of programs, it is more common to talk about "mediating" outcomes, that is, the outcomes that "mediate" between the intervention activities and the behaviors. Despite their different words, they refer to the same things.
What should be measured?
Evaluators conducting a process evaluation of the intervention summarized in Figure 5 would need to assess the implementation of all the curriculum activities identified in the left-hand column. Such a process evaluation might include assessment of which activities were actually implemented by educators, what was the fidelity of that implementation, how many youth and how many parents received each activity, and what was their reaction to each activity.

When conducting an outcome evaluation, evaluators would need to measure the impact of the intervention upon the mediating variables (the determinants of behavior), the behaviors themselves, and the health goal. In the example in Figure 3, this would include measuring the impact upon mediating variables such as attitudes about abstinence and premarital sex, perceived risks and costs of pregnancy and STD, perceptions of peer sexual activity, etc. It would also include program impact upon initiation of sex, frequency of sex, use of contraception and pregnancy. Currently, there exist standardized measures of all these outcomes. These, then, could be incorporated into the construction of questionnaires for youth.

How can measurement of these indicators help us understand how or why our programs did or did not work?
In several different ways, measuring the impact of interventions upon mediating outcomes, behaviors and health goals can greatly increase our understanding of why programs either did or did not work. Ideally, the results of an evaluation will demonstrate that a program improved the determinants, behaviors and the health goal, and, in addition, the determinants are related to the behaviors which, in turn, are related to the health goal. Sometimes results are this positive.

However, frequently, the results are not so positive. Several different situations can occur, and proper analysis of the data can be informative:

- **First, interventions may not markedly affect the determinants (mediating outcomes), behaviors, or health goal.** This means that the programmatic components were just not sufficiently powerful to change the determinants, and that more powerful components should be designed.

- **Second, interventions may markedly affect the mediating outcomes, but not the behaviors.** This is important to know because it tells us that the specified determinants must be improved even more and/or other determinants/mediating outcomes must be changed before the behaviors will change significantly. Identifying those other determinants and how to change them then becomes an important task.

- **Third, interventions may change behaviors, but not markedly change the specified determinants.** (Believe it or not, this sometimes happens.) This is important to know because it means that the intervention is affecting other unspecified and unmeasured determinants that are, in turn, affecting the behavior. By subsequently identifying those determinants, it may be possible to fine tune the intervention and make it either more effective or more efficient.
• **Fourth, interventions may have an impact upon behaviors, but not upon the health goal.** This is important to know because it tells us that either other behaviors must be changed in order to achieve the health goal, or alternatively, that the improvement in behaviors may have led to some improvement in the health goal, but for measurement and statistical reasons, it was simply not possible to detect that small improvement and greater change in behaviors is needed to achieve the health goal.7

In general, an assessment of the impact of interventions upon mediating outcomes/determinants, behaviors and the health goals can increase our understanding of how or why the intervention either did or did not work and that assessment can typically guide subsequent program improvement.

The data collected on determinants, behaviors and health goals can also increase our understanding of the relationships among the determinants, behaviors, and health goals. That is, statistical analyses of these data can provide more information about the relative impact of different determinants on each behavior, and sometimes they can provide more information about which behaviors most directly affect the health goal. This information can then lead to the development of subsequent, more evidence-based logic models.

### Unsuccessful and Successful Applications of BDI Models

While the development of BDI models may seem logical, appealing and desirable to some people, a critical question remains: Can they actually improve the design and development of programs and increase their chances of changing behavior? A review of research on programs to reduce adolescent STD/HIV and pregnancy in the United States indicates that they can be effective, but only if they are properly designed and applied.

In the United States in the 1980s, a commonly recognized problem was the very high rate of unintended teenage pregnancy. After researchers documented that young people believed many myths about sexuality and contraception, many schools implemented sex education programs to increase knowledge about sexual behavior and contraception (and to reduce the prevalence of the myths) and to thereby reduce unprotected sex and pregnancy. Curriculum developers believed that if programs increased adolescent knowledge about the risks of sexual intercourse and the effectiveness of abstinence and contraception, then youth would be less likely to engage in unprotected sex. Evaluations of these knowledge-based programs revealed that they did increase adolescent knowledge, but they did not significantly change behavior.

Why were they not successful at changing behavior? Subsequent studies revealed that, while teens did not have accurate knowledge about some aspects of sexual behavior and contraception, these beliefs were only weakly related to actual sexual and contraceptive behavior. That is, knowledge was not an important determinant of adolescent sexual and contraceptive behavior. Thus, those sex

---

7 Commonly, it is possible to measure the impact of programs upon the initiation of sex, frequency of sex, number of sexual partners, and use of condoms or contraception, but for both methodological and statistical reasons, it is often difficult to measure the impact of interventions upon pregnancy or STD rates.
education programs focused upon the wrong determinants; they focused upon a determinant that they were able to change markedly (knowledge), but that determinant did not markedly affect behavior.

A subsequent generation of programs focused upon generic values clarification and generic decision-making and communication skills. Although there were few evaluations of these programs, the available evidence suggests that these programs did help clarify values, and did help teach (to a slight extent) general decision-making and communication skills, but these programs apparently failed to reduce adolescent sexual risk-taking behavior (Kirby, 1985). Again, clarity of general values and very general decision-making and communication skills were not important determinants of sexual risk-taking. In addition, the programs had only a very modest impact upon these determinants.

Thus, these first two generations of ineffective programs either were not based upon logic models, or were based upon logic models with little research support and with the wrong determinants specified.

A more recent generation of programs focused more clearly upon specific behaviors, reviewed research and theory to specify the important individual determinants of these behaviors to be changed, and designed program activities to change these determinants. In other words, they employed research-based BDI logic models. In some cases, they rather consciously created BDI models similar in form to the models discussed in this paper, while in other cases they employed the principles of BDI models without realizing that they were actually creating such models. Most important, these programs have rather consistently been effective — they have changed both the specified determinants of sexual, condom or contraceptive behavior, and the actual behaviors themselves (Kirby, 2001).

For example, Safer Choices, a theoretically based, multi-component, HIV, STD and pregnancy prevention program for high school youth, identified the behaviors leading to pregnancy, STD and HIV and addressed the determinants affecting those behaviors. Research results revealed that over a 31-month period, it effectively improved knowledge about HIV and other STDs, self efficacy to use condoms, normative beliefs and attitudes about condom use, perceived barriers to condom use, perceptions of risks of HIV and other STDs, and parent-child communication about sexual behavior. Consequently, it, in turn, increased condom use, increased contraceptive use, decreased the frequency of unprotected sex, and decreased the number of sexual partners with whom condoms were not used (Coyle et al., 2001).

Research in other areas has also indicated that BDI models have helped develop effective programs. For example, reviews of effective drug prevention programs have also found that they incorporate at least some of the elements of research-based BDI models (c.f., Dusenbury and Falco, 1995).
Increasing understanding of what works and why it works will enable people to develop more
effective programs. That is, as research provides more information about what kinds of programs
change particular determinants and which determinants are most highly related to behavior, then
people can develop more effective programs. Clearly, logic models are an essential and integral tool
in this process.

**What is an example of how logic models advance theory?**

An example of how logic models and program evaluations together can advance both theory and
understanding of what works and why is the *Draw the Line* project (Coyle et al., forthcoming). That
project focused upon the delay in the initiation of sexual intercourse among middle school youth as
a method of reducing pregnancy and STD among these youth. Using a logic model and the best
available research findings at the time of its development, it identified important determinants of
initiation of sex for this age group (e.g., knowledge about sexuality, attitudes about having and not
having sex, personal values about having sex, perception of peer norms about sex, self-efficacy to
refuse sex, and clear sexual limits) and then developed curriculum-based activities to change those
determinants.

In a large study, 19 schools were randomly assigned to receive *Draw the Line* or to receive the
existing sex/HIV education classes. Survey data were collected from a cohort of students in these
19 schools before the intervention and multiple times after the intervention. This evaluation design
and the survey data were then used to measure: 1) the impact of the intervention upon the
determinants, 2) the relationship between the determinants and the initiation of sex, and 3) the
impact of the program upon the initiation of sex.

The results were informative. They revealed that among boys, the *Draw the Line* intervention did
improve some of the previously selected determinants, but not others, and did delay the onset of
sex. Moreover, analyses of the relationships between the measured determinants and the initiation
of sex revealed that some, but not all, of the previously selected determinants were related to the
initiation of sex.

Among girls, the results were quite different. The *Draw the Line* intervention did not have a marked
impact upon most determinants and did not delay the onset of sexual intercourse. Furthermore, the
survey findings revealed that having an older boyfriend greatly increased the chances of the girls
initiating sex. This factor was not recognized when the program was being developed and the *Draw
the Line* program did not try to prevent girls from having an older boyfriend, nor did it address the
additional pressures to have sex when a girl has an older boyfriend. In other words, for girls, the
*Draw the Line* intervention did not focus upon one of the most important determinants and
consequently did not change behavior. Knowing the importance of an older boyfriend, future
programs can now focus upon preventing girls from having much older boyfriends (or can focus on
preventing the effects of having an older boyfriend) and therefore may be more effective at delaying sex.

In sum, by developing a logic model, by designing activities to change specific determinants of the initiation of sex, by developing measures of the determinants, by actually measuring the impact of the intervention upon the determinants and the initiation of sex, and finally by measuring the relationship between the determinants and the initiation of sex, this study advanced the understanding of: 1) the determinants of initiation of sex among middle school boys and girls, 2) the types of activities that can change these determinants among boys and girls, and 3) the types of activities that can cause males, but not females, to delay sex. Given this new understanding, future programs can be more effective in delaying the initiation of sex among younger youth.

Conclusions

For the purposes of designing programs that actually achieve desired health goals, it is important to complete the BDI model in the proper direction (health goal first, behaviors second, determinants third and intervention components fourth). It is also critical to base each part of the model upon the strongest evidence available (e.g., well established theory, previous research with similar populations, or optimally, rigorous research on the actual population to be targeted). If program designers simply start with their favorite program in mind and then search for determinants and behavior to justify that program, then the underlying logic of the BDI logic model is defeated, and interventions based upon the model are less likely to effectively change behavior. Similarly, if the model is not based upon strong evidence, the resulting interventions are less likely to be effective.

BDI models have been found to be a useful tool in the development of effective programs. In at least two areas of adolescent behavior, sexual risk-taking behavior and substance use, programs that were not based upon BDI models or did not employ the basic principles within them were much less likely to be effective. In contrast, those programs that were based upon BDI models or their principles were much more likely to change actual behavior.

In addition, when people use the procedures described in this paper to create BDI logic models, they are more likely to develop programs that are comprehensive (because they have identified all the important behaviors and determinants), strategic (because they have selected the most important behaviors and determinants), and feasible (because they have selected only those determinants and intervention components that they can actually implement given their possible resources). These are very important qualities of programs.

More generally, if developed properly, BDI models can help organize and clarify thinking about how interventions will change behavior; can encourage people to think precisely, causally, and hopefully realistically; can provide on-going direction to people actually implementing programs; can incorporate findings from theory and research; can provide clear guidance for what program activities to implement; can provide guidance for measurement in the evaluations of programs; and can help us build a more cumulative body of knowledge about what works and how it works. Needless to say, these strengths make them very useful.
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Figure 1: An Example of a BDI Logic Model Identifying the Major Components of an Initiative To Reduce Unintended Teen Pregnancy

Community and Youth Development Programs

- Sex education programs in schools and youth-serving agencies (including churches).
- Sports programs for girls
- Mentoring programs for youth
- Parent programs to improve monitoring of youth and to discourage youth from going steady with others who are much older than themselves

Community and Individual Determinants

- Increase knowledge
- Improve skills to avoid sex and use contraception
- Improve perception of peer norms and behavior about sex
- Increase girls' involvement in sports
- Increase attachment to one or more adults
- Increase parent monitoring of their teens
- Decrease going steady with much older partners

Behaviors

- Delay initiation of sex
- Reduce frequency of sex
- Increase contraceptive use

Goals

Reduce teen pregnancy
**Figure 2:**
A More Detailed Example of a BDI Logic Model to Delay or Reduce Sexual Activity
And Thereby Reduce Teen Pregnancy
By Implementing an Abstinence-Only Programs in Churches

### Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities

- Lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex, and emphasize that abstinence is the only 100% effective method of avoiding pregnancy, STDs, and other negative outcomes
- Discuss how abstinence is consistent with the values and teaching of the church
- Discuss methods of showing you care about someone without engaging in sex

- Provide accurate information about the risks of pregnancy
- Implement simulation activities in which teens see that with each passing month, more teens get pregnant if they have unprotected sex, but don't get pregnant if they abstain
- Have students write down what they would have to do in the next 48 hours if they just found out they were pregnant
- Have students write down activities they wish to do in coming years, and then mark which ones would be difficult or impossible if they had a child

- Provide accurate information about the risks of STD (including HIV)
- Implement simulation activities in which adolescents can see how STDs can spread rapidly in people engaging in unprotected sex with multiple partners
- Have HIV positive speakers talk about the impact that HIV has had upon their lives

- Have peer leaders lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex, and emphasize benefits of abstaining from sex
- Identify peers who are popular among different groups of adolescents and who are willing to publicly support a message against unprotected sex
- Conduct or find survey data from youth and report results showing that most students abstain from sex
- Implement plays in which adolescents successfully resist sex or always use condoms or contraception

### Individual Determinants

- Decrease permissive attitudes about premarital sex and increase attitudes favoring abstinence

### Behaviors

- Increase perceived risk and costs of getting pregnant if sexually active
- Increase perceived risk and costs of contracting an STD or HIV if sexually active
- Increase perception that peers are not sexually active and support abstinence

### Goals

- Delay initiation of sex
- Reduce frequency of sex among sexual active
- Reduce teen pregnancy
Figure 2: Continued

**Intervention Components:  Curriculum Activities**

- Create materials for parents to help them explore, understand and express their values about sexuality
- Assign homework activities in which students ask their parents several questions about their values about sexuality
- Through class discussions and help from peer leaders, identify and describe the types of situations which might lead to unwanted sex, and identify multiple strategies for avoiding each situation
- Provide demonstration and practice in refraining from sex when pressured to have sex
- Have teachers or peer leaders demonstrate effective strategies for saying no to sex through scripted role plays
- Have youth divide into small groups and practice role plays by reading scripts
- Repeat role plays with increasingly challenging situations and make students express their own words for refraining by sex by providing scripts only for the aggressor

**Individual Determinants**

- Increase belief that parents/family have conservative values about premarital sex and support abstinence

**Behaviors**

- Delaying initiation of sex
- Reduce frequency of sex among sexually active

**Increase self-efficacy and skills to abstain from sex**

**Goals**

- Reduce teen pregnancy

---
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Figure 3:
Examples of Health Goals and Behaviors That Affect Those Goals

Behaviors

- Delaying initiation of sex
- Reducing frequency of sex among sexually experienced
- Increasing use of contraception

Leads to

A reduction in pregnancy

Behavior

- Delaying initiation of sex
- Reducing number of sex partners among sexually active
- Reducing frequency of sex
- Increasing use of condoms
- Increasing testing and treatment for STDs (decreases exposure to infected partners)

Leads to

A reduction in HIV and other STDs
Figure 4:  
Examples of Determinants that Affect Sexual Behaviors  
That, in turn, Affect Teen Pregnancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determinants in Different Domains</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Determinants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Delay the onset of sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher level of education</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Continued on next page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher divorce rate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce teen pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher rate of residential turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher unemployment rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher family income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher rates of participation in religious practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- High crime rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ High neighborhood monitoring by adults in community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher parental education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Two (vs. one) parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Changes in marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher income level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater family religiosity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Family depression and suicide attempts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Single mothers' dating behaviors and cohabitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- An older sibling who had sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- An older sister who gave birth as an adolescent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Conservative parental attitudes about teen or premarital sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Conservative parental attitudes about contraception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Peers and close friends who are older</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Peers with poor grades and high non-normative behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Friends with good grades and little non-normative behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Close friends closeness to parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Peers with deviant life trajectories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Peers with positive attitudes about preventive health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Peers with permissive attitudes toward premarital sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Peers who are sexually active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Psychosocial Determinants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship with Family:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater closeness and connectedness to parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ More appropriate parental supervision and monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+/- Greater parent/child communication about sex and birth control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attachment to and Success in School:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Enrolled in school and attend school regularly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Better educational performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater participation in and connectedness to school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater importance of academic achievement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Plans to attend college</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attachment to Faith Communities:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater religiosity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ More frequent attendance at faith communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships with Peers:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Not being part of a peer group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Being popular and engaging in many social activities with peers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Engaging in physical fights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships with Romantic Partners:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Going steady with a boy/girlfriend and having a close relationship with partner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater number of romantic partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthful Behaviors:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater participation in sports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater involvement in other healthful behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 "+" denotes a protective factors; "-" denotes a risk factor.
### Determinants in Different Domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Psychosocial Determinants</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem or Risk-taking Behaviors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater impulsivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Alcohol and drug use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater involvement in delinquent and unconventional behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Behaviors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Paid work more than 20 hours/week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emotional Well-Being and Distress</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher self esteem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher decision-making autonomy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater perceived risk of untimely death</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater level of stress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher level of depression and suicidal ideation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual Beliefs, Attitudes, Skills and Behaviors:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- More stereotypical gender roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- More permissive attitudes toward premarital sex and abstinence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater desire to have friends believe youth is virgin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater feelings of guilt if were sexually active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater embarrassment if pregnant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater self-efficacy to refrain from sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater perceived risk or concern about STD or AIDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dating at an early age or frequent dating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater intention to have sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Pledge of virginity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual Abuse:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sexual pressure, coercion and abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 4: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determinants in Different Domains</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Determinants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher high school drop out rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher level of unemployment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Higher residential turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher maternal education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Two (vs one) parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Parental divorce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ More conservative parental attitudes about teen or premarital sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Having an older sister who gave birth as an adolescent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sexually active peers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Psychosocial Determinants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with Family:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Better quality of family interactions and connectedness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ More appropriate parental supervision and monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with School:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher academic performance and lower school failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attachment to Faith Communities:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater religiosity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships with Partners:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater female power in the relationship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem or Risk-taking Behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Alcohol use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Drug use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater involvement in other problem behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Well-Being and Stress:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Suicide attempts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Beliefs, Attitudes, Skills and Behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Older age of first sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater worry about AIDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- More permissive attitudes toward premarital sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Greater number of years sexually active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reduce the frequency of sex  
Reduce teen pregnancy
### Determinants in Different Domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Determinants</th>
<th>Individual Psychosocial Determinants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Relationship with Family:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Better neighborhood quality</td>
<td>+ More appropriate family strictness and discipline and more parental monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family:</strong></td>
<td>+ Greater parental connectedness and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher parental education</td>
<td>+/- Greater parent-child communication about sex, condoms, or birth control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Two (vs one) parents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Higher income level</td>
<td><strong>Attachment to and Success in School:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ More positive parental values about contraception</td>
<td>- Dropped out of school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peers:</strong></td>
<td>+ Plans to attend college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Substance use</td>
<td><strong>Attachment to Faith Communities:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- More frequent attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partner:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Teen Relationships with Partners:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Much older male</td>
<td>+ Going steady and having a monogamous relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater partner support for contraceptive use</td>
<td>+ Greater female power in the relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Agreement with partner about method</td>
<td>+ Discussed contraception with partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>General Skills and Personality Traits:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Higher level of cognitive development and problem-solving skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ More future orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Healthful Behaviors:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Greater participation in sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Greater involvement in other healthful behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Problem or Risk-taking Behaviors:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Greater general risk-taking and sensation seeking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Greater general psychosocial conventionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Emotional Well-Being and Distress:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Stronger self-image and self-esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Depression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page.)

### Behaviors

- Increase the use of contraception

(Continued on next page)

### Goals

- Reduce teen pregnancy
### Figure 4: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determinants in Different Domains</th>
<th>Individual Psychosocial Determinants</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Determinants</td>
<td>(Continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Beliefs, Attitudes, Skills and Behaviors:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase the use of contraception</td>
<td>Reduce teen pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater acceptance of non-traditional gender roles for women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater importance of avoiding pregnancy</td>
<td>- Pledge of virginity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Older age of first sex</td>
<td>+ Greater wantedness of first sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater frequency of sex</td>
<td>+ Greater acceptance of own sexual behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater knowledge about contraception</td>
<td>+ More positive attitudes toward contraception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Perception of positive side effects of oral contraceptives</td>
<td>+ Greater comfort and satisfaction with method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater perceived susceptibility to pregnancy/STDs/HIV</td>
<td>+ Previous contraceptive history and experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Greater number of visits to a family planning clinic</td>
<td>+ Greater satisfaction with family planning clinic visit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Abuse:</td>
<td>- Sexual abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5:
An Example of a BDI Logic Model to Reduce Pregnancy
By Implementing a School-based Sexuality Education Curriculum
That Addresses Individual Psychosocial Determinants of Sexual and Contraceptive Behaviors

**Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities**

- Lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex, and emphasize that abstinence is the only 100% effective method of avoiding pregnancy, STDs, and other negative outcomes
- Discuss methods of showing you care about someone without engaging in sex

- Provide accurate information about the risks of pregnancy
  - Implement simulation activities in which teens see that with each passing month, more teens get pregnant if they have unprotected sex, but don’t get pregnant if they abstain
  - Have students write down what they would have to do in the next 48 hours if they just found out they were pregnant
  - Have students write down activities they wish to do in coming years, and then mark which ones would be difficult or impossible if they had a child

- Provide accurate information about the risks of STD (including HIV)
  - Implement simulation activities in which adolescents can see how STDs can spread rapidly in people engaging in unprotected sex with multiple partners
  - Have HIV positive speakers talk about the impact that HIV has had upon their lives

- Have peer leaders lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex, and emphasize benefits of abstinence from sex
  - Identify peers who are popular among different groups of adolescents and who are willing to publicly support a message against unprotected sex
  - Have groups of peers plan and implement school-wide activities such as assemblies, contests, small media materials, and small group discussions, all of which promote avoiding unprotected sex by abstaining from sex
  - Conduct school-wide polls and report results showing support for adolescents avoiding unprotected sex; provide individual stories to personalize results of the polls
  - Conduct survey data from students and report results showing that most students abstain from sex
  - Implement plays in which adolescents successfully resist sex or always use condoms or contraception

**Individual Determinants**

- Decrease permissive attitudes about premarital sex and increase attitudes favoring abstinence

- Increase perceived risk and costs of getting pregnant if sexually active

**Behaviors**

- Delay initiation of sex
- Reduce frequency of sex among sexual active

**Goals**

- Reduce teen pregnancy

**Decrease permissive attitudes about premarital sex and increase attitudes favoring abstinence**

**Increase perceived risk and costs of contracting an STD or HIV if sexually active**

**Increase perception that peers are not sexually active and support abstinence**
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### Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities

- Create materials for parents to help them explore, understand and express their values about sexuality.
- Assign homework activities in which students ask their parents several questions about their values about sexuality.
- Through class discussions and help from peer leaders, identify and describe the types of situations which might lead to unwanted sex, and identify multiple strategies for avoiding each situation.
- Provide demonstration and practice in refraining from sex when pressured to have sex.
- Have teachers or peer leaders demonstrate effective strategies for saying no to sex through scripted role plays.
- Have students divide into small groups and practice role plays by reading scripts.
- Repeat role plays with increasingly challenging situations and make students express their own words for refraining by sex by providing scripts only for the aggressor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Determinants</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase belief that parents/family have conservative values about premarital sex and support abstinence.</td>
<td>Delaying initiation of sex. Reduce frequency of sex among sexually active.</td>
<td>Reduce teen pregnancy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase self-efficacy and skills to abstain from sex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5: Continued**
### Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities

- Provide accurate information about the risks of pregnancy (see above)
- Implement simulation activities in which teens see that with each passing month, more teens get pregnant if they have unprotected sex, but don't get pregnant if they abstain (see above)

- Have students write down what they would have to do in the next 48 hours if they just found out they were pregnant (see above)
- Have students write down activities they wish to do in coming years, and then mark which ones would be difficult or impossible if they had a child (see above)

- Provide accurate information about the different types contraception commonly used by adolescents; indicate which protect against STD; discuss advantages and disadvantages of each
- Provide accurate information about the different types contraception commonly used by adolescents; indicate which protect against STD; discuss advantages and disadvantages of each
- Have students identify the ways in which using condoms reduces pleasure (e.g., disrupts love making) and identify ways to avoid this (e.g., have a condom ready)
- Identify ways that using condoms and other forms of contraception can make sex more pleasurable

- Identify peers who are popular among different groups of adolescents and who are willing to publicly support a message against unprotected sex
- Have groups of peers plan and implement school-wide activities such as assemblies, contests, small media materials, and small group discussions, all of which promote avoiding unprotected sex by abstaining from sex and using contraception if having sex
- Conduct school-wide polls and report results showing support for adolescents avoiding unprotected sex by abstaining from sex and using contraception if having sex
- Conduct survey data from students and report results showing that most students abstain from sex
- Implement plays in which adolescents successfully resist sex or always use condoms or contraception

### Individual Determinants

- Greater perceived susceptibility to pregnancy/STDs/HIV
- Greater perceived importance of avoiding pregnancy
- Greater knowledge about contraception
- Greater knowledge about contraception
- Greater knowledge about contraception

### Behaviors

- Increase use of contraception
- More positive attitudes about contraception

### Goals

- Reduce teen pregnancy

---

**Figure 5: Continued**
Curriculum Activities

- Through class discussions and help from peer leaders, identify and describe the types of situations which might lead to unprotected sex, and identify multiple strategies for avoiding each situation
- Provide demonstration and practice in refraining from sex when pressured to have sex
- Have teachers or peer leaders demonstrate effective strategies for saying no to unprotected sex through scripted role plays and have students practice role plays
- Repeat role plays in which students insist upon the use of contraception
- Identify places where adolescents can obtain affordable condoms or contraception without embarrassment
- Provide demonstration and practice in how to use condoms properly

Individual Determinants

- Increase self efficacy and skill to obtain and use contraception
- Increase self efficacy to say no to unprotected sex and to insist on using contraception

Behaviors

- Increase use of contraception

Goals

- Reduce teen pregnancy
Figure 6: An Example of a BDI Logic Model to Reduce Pregnancy through Youth Development Programs that Address Community and Individual Non-Sexual Determinants of Sexual and Contraceptive Behaviors and Pregnancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community and Youth Development Programs</th>
<th>Community and Individual Determinants</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Implement teacher training programs to make classes more interactive, and more generally improve quality of teaching in schools</td>
<td>Increase attachment to school and school achievement</td>
<td>• Delay initiation of sex</td>
<td>Reduce teen pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement sports programs, drama, music and other school programs</td>
<td>Increase girls' involvement in sports</td>
<td>• Reduce frequency of sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide tutoring and homework assistance</td>
<td>Increase attachment to one or more adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement programs to increase employment among adolescents with the requirement that they remain in school</td>
<td>Increase parents' expression of conservative values about sex to their teens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement community service programs with group sessions for reflection</td>
<td>Increase connectedness between parents and teens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement sports programs for girls and encourage girls to participate</td>
<td>Increase parent monitoring of their teens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement mentoring programs</td>
<td>Decrease going steady with much older partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement programs to inform parents about adolescent sexual behavior, help them clarify their values, and increase their communication with their teens about abstinence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement programs through schools, churches, and other youth serving organizations for parents and their teens to do things together</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement programs to help parents understand and become closer to their teens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement programs to encourage parents to monitor their teens appropriately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement programs to help parents persuade their teens not to go steady with others who are much older than themselves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Implement community service programs with group sessions for reflection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: Continued

- Implement teacher training programs to make classes more interactive, and more generally improve quality of teaching in schools
- Implement sports, drama, music and other school programs
- Provide tutoring and homework assistance
- Implement programs to increase employment among adolescents with the requirement that they remain in school

- Implement sports programs for girls and encourage girls to participate

- Implement mentoring programs

- Implement programs through schools, churches, and other youth serving organizations for parents and their teens to do things together
- Implement programs to help parents understand and become closer to their teens

- Implement programs to encourage parents to monitor their teens appropriately and to work with other parents in the community to monitor teens

- Implement programs to inform parents about adolescent sexual behavior, help them clarify their values, and increase their communication with their teens about consistent use of contraception if sexually active

- Implement programs to help parents persuade their teens not to go steady with others who are much older than themselves

- Implement community service programs with group sessions for reflection

Community and Youth Development Programs

Community and Individual Determinants

Behaviors

Goals

- Increase attachment to school and school achievement
- Increase girls’ involvement in sports
- Increase attachment to one or more adults
- Increase connectedness between parents and teens
- Increase parent monitoring of their teens
- Increase parent support for consistent use of contraception if sexually active
- Decrease going steady with much older partners

Increase use of contraception

Reduce teen pregnancy

Increase connectedness between parents and teens

Increase attachment to school and school achievement

Increase girls’ involvement in sports

Increase attachment to one or more adults

Increase connectedness between parents and teens

Increase parent monitoring of their teens

Increase parent support for consistent use of contraception if sexually active

Decrease going steady with much older partners

Increase use of contraception

Reduce teen pregnancy
Figure 7: An Example of a BDI Logic Model to Reduce Pregnancy
By Making Clinics More "Adolescent Friendly" and Thereby Increasing Teen Contraceptive Use

**Intervention Components** (Clinic Policies, Training Activities and Materials)

- A clinic study of which times are most convenient to youth
- Service hours convenient to teens are authorized
- Clinic staff able and willing to work hours convenient to teens are hired
- More time for teen patients authorized

**Determinants of Staff Behavior**

- Knowledge of times most convenient to teens
- Clinic is open at convenient times
- Clinic is staffed at convenient times
- Staff allocated sufficient time for teen patients

**Staff Behavior**

- Meet with teens during times convenient to teens

**Teen Behavior**

- Spend more time with each teen patient

**Health Goal**

- Increase Use of Birth Control (Continued below)
- Reduce teen pregnancy

(Continued below)
**Figure 7: Continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention Components (Clinic Policies, Training Activities and Materials)</th>
<th>Determinants of Staff Behavior</th>
<th>Staff Behavior</th>
<th>Teen Behavior</th>
<th>Health Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Lecture and discussion on teen development issues  
• Activity to recall memories of own teen years  
• Required reading of relevant materials | Staff knowledge of teen development issues  
• Lecture and discussion of teen reproductive rights  
• Required reading of relevant materials | Staff values about teens having sex before marriage  
• Small group exploration of personal values  
• Presentation of data on teen sexual activity  
• Presentation of data on importance of teen reproductive health | Make youth feel comfortable during clinic visit  
• Small group discussions of values  
• Role plays of situations with possible differences between personal and professional values | Increase Use of Birth Control  
(Continued below)  
• Small group discussion with teens  
• Activity to recall memories of own teen years  
• Practice and feedback communication with teens  
• Modeling and practice in communication skills | Reduce teen pregnancy  
• Staff comfort in working with teens  
• Staff communication skills with youth |
Figure 7: Continued

**Intervention Components**  (Clinic Policies, Training Activities and Materials)

- Well defined policies to assure confidentiality are established
- Discussion of policies and their importance
- Activities to visualize possible effects of violating confidentiality
- Signed confidentiality contract
- Staff receive protocols for clinic visits that describe activities emphasizing clear message
- Trainers model and staff practice how to give clear messages without "moralizing"

**Determinants of Staff Behavior**

- Clinic procedures to assure confidentiality
- Staff knowledge of policies regarding confidentiality
- Staff commitment to maintain confidentiality
- Protocols for clinic visits emphasize clear message
- Staff knowledge about how to give clear message without "moralizing"

**Staff Behavior**

- Make youth confident visit is confidential (inform teen visit is confidential and maintain confidentiality)
- Give clear message about avoiding unprotected sex

**Teen Behavior**

Increase Use of Birth Control (Continued below)

**Health Goal**

Reduce teen pregnancy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention Components (Clinic Policies, Training Activities and Materials)</th>
<th>Determinants of Staff Behavior</th>
<th>Staff Behavior</th>
<th>Teen Behavior</th>
<th>Health Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Staff receive protocol for clinic visits that includes discussion of barriers</td>
<td>Clinic protocols for visit include discussing each teen's barriers to always using protection</td>
<td>Discuss each teen's barriers to using protection</td>
<td>Reduce teen pregnancy</td>
<td>Increase Use of Birth Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lecture and discussion on common barriers and methods of overcoming them</td>
<td>Staff knowledge about possible barriers, how to elicit them from teens, and possible solutions to them</td>
<td>Model how to insist on teen or teen's partner using protection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trainers model and staff practice how to elicit actual barriers from teens and how to problem-solve barriers</td>
<td>Clinic visit protocols include modeling and practice in insisting on teen or partner using</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Staff receive clinic protocol for clinic visit that describes activities that include modeling and practice with teen on how to insist on using protection</td>
<td>Staff knowledge about how to model and provide practice in insisting on using protection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trainers model and staff practice how to model and provide practice in how to insist on using protection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8:
An Example of a "Nested" BDI Logic Model to Reduce Pregnancy
By Implementing a School-based Intervention that Addresses Alcohol Use, Parent-Child Communication about Sex and Individual Psychosocial Determinants of Initiation of Sex

Intervention Components

- Lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex, and emphasize that abstinence is the only 100% effective method of avoiding pregnancy, STDs, and other negative outcomes
- Discuss methods of showing you care about someone without engaging in sex

- Provide accurate information about the risks of pregnancy
- Implement simulation activities in which teens see that with each passing month, more teens get pregnant if they have unprotected sex, but don't get pregnant if they abstain
- Have students write down what they would have to do in the next 48 hours if they just found out they were pregnant
- Have students write down activities they wish to do in coming years, and then mark which ones would be difficult or impossible if they had a child

Individual Determinants

- Decrease use of alcohol
  See Figure 8A.

- Increase parent-child communication about sex
  See Figure 8B

Behaviors

- Delay initiation of sex
- Reduce frequency of sex among sexually active

Goals

Reduce teen pregnancy
Figure 8: Continued

**Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities**

- Provide accurate information about the risks of STD (including HIV)
- Implement simulation activities in which adolescents can see how STDs can spread rapidly in people engaging in unprotected sex with multiple partners
- Have HIV positive speakers talk about the impact that HIV has had upon their lives
- Have peer leaders lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in sex, and emphasize benefits of abstaining from sex
- Identify peers who are popular among different groups of adolescents and who are willing to publicly support a message against unprotected sex
- Through class discussions and help from peer leaders, identify and describe the types of situations which might lead to unwanted sex, and identify multiple strategies for avoiding each situation
- Provide demonstration and practice in refraining from sex when pressured to have sex
- Have teachers or peer leaders demonstrate effective strategies for saying no to sex through scripted role plays
- Have students divide into small groups and practice role plays by reading scripts
- Repeat role plays with increasingly challenging situations and make students express their

**Individual Determinants**

- Increase perceived risk and costs of contracting an STD or HIV if sexually active
- Increase perception that peers are not sexually active and support abstinence
- Increase self-efficacy and skills to abstain from sex

**Behaviors**

- Delaying initiation of sex
- Reduce frequency of sex among sexually active
- Reduce teen pregnancy

**Goals**
Figure 8A:  
An Example of a Model Nested Within Figure 8: A Model to Decrease Use of Alcohol

**Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities**

- Lead group discussions in which students discuss how drinking alcohol impairs decision-making.
- Have peer leaders lead group discussions in which students discuss the advantages of avoiding alcohol, and emphasize benefits of abstaining from alcohol.
- Conduct school-wide polls and report results showing support for adolescents avoiding use of alcohol.
- Provide accurate information about the risks of drinking alcohol (e.g., being caught by law enforcement agencies, accidents while driving, unwanted sexual activity, or aggressive or violent behavior).
- Implement simulation activities in which teens see the negative effects of alcohol.
- Have peer leaders lead group discussions in which students discuss how drinking alcohol impairs decision-making.
- Identify peers who are popular among different groups of adolescents and who are willing to publicly support a message against drinking alcohol.
- Have groups of peers plan and implement school-wide activities such as assemblies, contests, small media materials, and small group discussions, all of which promote avoiding drinking alcohol.
- Conduct school-wide polls and report results showing support for adolescents avoiding use of alcohol.
- Implement plays in which adolescents successfully resist use of alcohol.
- Through class discussions and help from peer leaders, identify and describe the types of situations which might lead to drinking alcohol, and identify strategies for avoiding each situation.
- Have teachers or peer leaders demonstrate effective strategies for saying no to alcohol through scripted role plays.
- Have students divide into small groups and practice refusal skills by reading scripts or semi-scripted role plays.
- Repeat role plays with increasingly challenging situations allowing students to express their own words for refraining from using alcohol by providing scripts only for the aggressor.

**Individual Determinants**

- Decrease permissive attitudes about use of alcohol.
- Increase perceived risk of using alcohol.
- Increase perception that peers do not drink alcohol.

**Behaviors**

- Decrease use of alcohol.
- Increase self-efficacy and skills to avoid drinking alcohol.
Figure 8B:
An Example of a Model Nested Within Figure 8: A Model to Increase Parent-Child Communication about Sex

**Intervention Components: Curriculum Activities**
- Send materials home to parents that provide basic information about sexuality and adolescent sexual behavior and refer them to additional sources of information
- Hold workshops for parents at which accurate information about sexuality and adolescent sexual behavior is provided to parents
- Include interactive group activities that increase parents’ knowledge and are fun

- Send written materials home to parents to help them explore, understand and express their values about sexuality; identify possible values that they might wish to express to their children
- Hold workshops for parents in which parents identify and discuss different values that they hold about sexual behavior among teens

- Send written materials home to parents that suggest specific ways to start conversations about sex and make suggestions for how to talk with your own children about sex
- Send video tapes home to parents illustrating how parents can talk with their own children about sex
- Hold multi-session parent-child workshops in which parents practice expressing their values and talking with their own children about sex while playing a variety of fun games

- Assign homework activities in which students ask their parents several questions about their values about sexuality
- Hold multi-session parent-child workshops in which parents practice expressing their values and talking with their own children about sex while playing a variety of fun games

**Determinants**
- Increase knowledge about sexuality and adolescent sexual behavior
- Increase clarity of values about adolescent sexual behavior
- Increase self-efficacy and skills to communicate with teens about sex
- Increase comfort talking with teens about sex
- Increase parent-child communication about sex

**Behaviors**
Figure 9:
Criteria for Assessing Logic Models and Their Development

Criteria for Assessing the Model

Overall
• Does the model make sense? Does it reflect the understanding of the group?
• Are all items in the correct column?
• Are all the relationships causal (as opposed to correlational)?

Goals
• Is the stated goal a priority?
• Is it well defined?
• Are the populations well enough defined (e.g., by age, sex, income level, location)?

Behaviors
• Are all the important and relevant behaviors that have a marked impact upon the health goal identified and selected? If not, are there good reasons provided for excluding some of the behaviors?
• Are the behaviors defined sufficiently precisely?
• Do they directly affect the health goal?
• Are they strongly related to the health goal?
• Are they measurable?

Determinants (Risk and Protective Factors)
• Were determinants in different domains identified (e.g., media, community, family, peer, and individual)?
• Are both risk and protective factors included?
• Do selected factors have a strong causal impact upon one or more behaviors?
• What is the strength of the evidence provided for their causal impact?
• Can the selected determinants be modified markedly by potential interventions?
• Are all determinants that affect behavior and can be changed by feasible interventions included?

Program Components
• Can the activities and components in combination have a marked impact upon each of the selected determinants? Do multiple activities or components address each determinant?
• What is the strength of the evidence that the components can improve the determinants?
• Is it feasible to implement each of the components? Are the necessary organizational requirements in place? Do staff have the needed skills? Are there sufficient financial resources? Is there necessary political or policy support?
• Given the purposes of the model, were the intervention components described in sufficient detail?

Criteria for Assessing the Development of the Model

• Were people with different views involved in the development of the model? Were youth involved in the development of the model? Were people with program experience involved? Were researchers involved?
• Is a process described for actually using the model once it is developed?
• Is a process described for periodically assessing and updating the model?